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Figure S1- TEM images and STEM of InxZnyP QDs with (a) Zn/In:0, d:2.7±0.3 nm and (b) 

Zn/In:1, d:2.9±0.2 nm. (c) Zn/In:4, d:2.6±0.3 nm. Scale bar 10nm. The sized difference 

between the three samples is within the standard deviation, therefore we can conclude that the 

NCs’size does not change by varying the concentrations of Zn. 

 

 

Figure S2- XRD patterns obtained from drop-cast solutions of InxZnyP NCs, with different 

initial Zn feed ratios, from Zn/In:0 to Zn/In:5. 
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Figure S3 (a) Absorption spectra of synthesised ZnxPy NCs with different Zn/P ratios. Inset: 

TEM image of a ZnxPy  sample. (b) corresponding XRD pattern of the ZnxPy NCs, along with 

the bulk pattern of hemimorphite. 

 

Theoretical calculations 

The XRD spectrum obtained with different basis set and XC functionals for a 1.50 nm InP 

quantum dots are represented in Fig. S-9. As seen in this figure, the positions of the peaks are 

not significantly affected by changes of the basis set size or functional types. We have kept in 

our calculation a small double-zeta (DZ) basis set with large frozen cores and the local 

density approximation (LDA) XC-functional. We have performed geometry optimization at 

the DFT (DZ/LDA) level of theory for 4 different sizes of InP quantum dots. The 

corresponding geometries and XRD spectra are represented in Fig. S10. As seen in this figure, 

the positions of the XRD peaks roughly correspond to the ones observed experimentally. As 

expected these peaks become increasingly marked as the size of the NC increases.  

We have then progressively introduced Zn atoms in the composition of the NCs following 

the two approaches outlined above. Representative XRD spectra obtained following these 

methods are shown in Fig. 11. Using the first approach, where only substitutional Zn atoms 
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are used, we obtained a significant shift of the XRD peaks toward the higher angles. The 

magnitude of this shift is comparable with those obtained experimentally. In contrast, when 

using the second approach where both substitutional and interstitial Zn atoms are used, we 

obtained a smaller shift of the XRD peaks (in particular the first XRD peak) that is 

inconsistent with our experimental results. Note that in all cases the XRD peaks broaden due 

to the disorder induced by the introduction of Zn. 

A coordination analysis was finally performed to characterize the modification of the bond 

lengths induced by the introduction of substitutional and interstitial zinc atoms. Graphical 

representations of this analysis are shown in Fig. 12-14. Fig. 12 shows the impact that 

substitutional Zn atoms have on the bond length of a small NCs. As seen in this figure the Zn-

P bond length is up to 10 % smaller than the average In-P bond length of 2.65 A. 

Additionally, it appears that the introduction of Zn affects In-P bonds located in the vicinity of 

the additional zinc atoms due to the local distortion of the electronic density. Consequently, 

the introduction of Zn atoms not only affects the lattice at the substituted sites but also 

modifies the lattice parameters across the entire NC. 

The impact of interstitial zinc introduction in a small quantum dots is illustrated in Fig. 13. 

Due to the small size of this NC the crystal structure is able to significantly rearrange to 

accommodate for the presence of interstitial Zn atoms. This rearrangement leads to a broad 

distribution of bond length across the NC, some shorter and some longer than the average In-

P bond.  For example, the middle panel shows that the interstitial zinc atom has significantly 

displaced a neighbouring indium atom, leading to a strong local distortion of the crystal 

structure.  

The impact of interstitial zinc is more straightforward to analyse in larger NCs as 

represented in Fig. 14. There, the additional zinc atom simply leads to a local expansion of the 

In-P bonds in its direct vicinity. In all cases represented in Fig. 13 and 14 the introduction of 
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interstitial zincs attenuate the reduction of the lattice parameter induced by the presence of 

substitutional zinc atoms. This explains the smaller shift observed in the XRD spectra of these 

NCs compared to those obtained considering substiutional zinc atoms only. 

 

 

Figure S4 – Simulated XRD spectra obtained using different basis set and functionals for the 

geometry optimized InP quantum dots represented on the left. In, P and H atoms are 

represented in grey, orange and white respectively. 
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Figure S5– Simulated XRD Spectra for the 4 different sizes of InP NCs studied here. Each 

NC is represented in insert. In, P and H atoms are represented in grey, orange and white 

respectively. 

 

Figure S6 – Comparison of the simulated XRD spectra obtained upon introduction of only 

substitutional or both substitutional and interstitial Zn atoms in the composition of a 1.5 nm 

InP NC. 
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Figure S7 – Modification of the bond length within a 1.45 nm diameter QD upon introduction 

of substitutional Zinc atoms. The colour of the bonds represents the deviation of their length 

from the average In-P bond length (2.65 Ang.).  In, Zn and P atoms are represented in grey, 

orange and cyan respectively. The hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity. 

 

 

Figure S8 – Modification of the bond length within a 1.45 nm diameter QD upon introduction 

of substitional and interstitial Zinc atoms. The colour of the bonds represents the deviation of 

their length from the average In-P bond length (2.65 Ang.).  In, Zn and P atoms are 

represented in grey, orange and cyan respectively. The hydrogen atoms are not shown for 

clarity. 
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Figure S9 – Modification of the bond length within a 2.00 nm diameter QD upon introduction 

of 2 substitutional and 1 interstitial Zinc atoms. The colour of the bonds represents the 

deviation of the In-P bond length from the average value of 2.65 Å.  In, Zn and P atoms are 

represented in grey, orange and cyan respectively. The hydrogen atoms are not shown for 

clarity. 
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Figure S10 - Atomic sketches representing the zinc blende InP (left side) and cubic Zn3P2 

(right side) crystal structures projected along the [001] (upper panel), [111] (middle panel) 

and [21-1] (lower panel) directions. Both materials are characterized by an FCC anionic P 

sublattice in which the only difference stands in the P-P bond length, which is shorter (4.016 

Å) in the case of Zn3P2, compared to the case of InP (4.152 Å). In both materials the cations 

adopt a tetrahedral configuration. As the InP structure has to accommodate fewer cations, 

only the T+ tetrahedral sites are occupied, while in the case of Zn3P2  also a part of the T- sites 

are occupied, as evident in the lower panel. The structural isomorphism of the two phases is 

evident. The projection of the primitive unit cell is depicted with a solid black line in both 

structures. 
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Figure S11- ζ-potential distribution for InxZnyP NCs prepared at different Zn/In feed ratios 

(Zn/In:0, red curve; Zn/In:1, green curve; and Zn/In:2, blue curve).  

Table S1- TEM-EDX results on InxZnyP QDs. 

Zn/In In (%) P(%) Zn(%) 
0 73 27 - 

0.3 57 25 17 
1.3 35 19 45 

 

Table S2- Full width half maximum values (FWHM) for the PL emission peaks for InxZnyP 

cores with different concentrations of Zn. We take the standard deviation from 3 

measurements. 

Zn/In feed  ratio FWHM (nm) 
0 79 ±	  5	   

0.2 80 ±	  7 
0.5 69 ±	  8 
1 72 ±	  4	   

1.5 69 ±	  8	   
2 70 ±	  10	   
3 79 ±	  5	   
4 68 ±	  7	   
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Figure S12-PL decay curve of InxZnyP NCs with different Zn2+ precursor concentrations, 

while monitoring the higher energy PL. Fitting a biexponential to the data (black curve) yields 

a fast component (τ1) and a slow component (τ2). The values of τ1 and τ2 for each samples are 

displayed in table 2 with the relative amplitude. 

Table S3- Values of τ1 and τ2 for each InxPZnx-1 samples (ns) with the relative amplitude (%). 

 

Zn/In τ1 A1 τ2 A2 
0 8.1 0.23 65 0.05 

0.5 15 0.32 96 0.16 
1 11 0.29 81 0.19 
2 18 0.21 129 0.16 
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Figure S13-(a) Plot of the lattice constant of the ZnSezS1-z shell as function of the 

composition z.1 (b) Plot of the PL QY as function of the lattice mismatch between InxZnyP 

cores with different concentration of Zn and the ZnSezS1-z shell. For each core, the highest PL 

QY value is reached when the lattice mismatch is 0%. 

 

Figure S13a plots the lattice constant of the ZnSezS1-z shell as a function of the composition 

z as reported in reference 1. Ideally, z varies from ZnSe to ZnS linearly via Vegard's law2 

(blue dashed line), but the trend can deviate from linearity by a bowing parameter (b),3,4 

according to equation (1). 

! = (1− z) ∗ 5.406  +   z ∗ 5.670  −   b ∗ x ∗ (1− x)                                            eq. 1 

where 5.406 is the lattice constant of ZnS (Å) 1 and 5.670 is the lattice constant of ZnSe (Å).1 

We fit the literature values (black dots) from reference 1 with equation (1) (red dashed curve), 

yielding a bowing parameter of 0.17 Å. This fit gives a direct correlation between the 

composition of the ZnSezS1-z shell and its lattice constant. We used the literature values1 

(black dots) to construct a continuous relationship between z and the lattice constant of 

ZnSezS1-z (red dashed curve) so that we can then extrapolate an a value for any given z. 
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ICP analysis on the InxZnyP/ ZnSezS1-z core/shell QDs confirmed that the actual composition 

of the shell (given by the Se% and S%), matches the ratios of the Se and S precursors used to 

grow the shell (defined by z). We measure these values for all the core/shell analysed in this 

manuscript. The results are summarized in table S3. 

 

Table S4- Se% and S% ratio measured by ICP (OES) compared to the Se and S precursors 

used to grow the shell (defined by z). 

Zn/In core z Se (%) S (%) 
1.8 1.0 1.00 0.00 
1.8 0.8 0.81 0.19 
1.8 0.6 0.63 0.37 
1.8 0.2 0.29 0.71 
1.8 0.0 0.00 1.00 
2.0 1.0 1.00 0.00 
2.0 0.8 0.85 0.15 
2.0 0.4 0.65 0.35 
2.0 0.0 0.00 1.00 
2.7 0.6 0.69 0.31 
2.7 0.4 0.54 0.46 
2.7 0.5 0.57 0.43 
2.7 0.0 0.00 1.00 
2.4 1.0 0.00 1.00 
2.4 0.6 0.67 0.33 
2.4 0 0.00 1.00 
3.7 0.8 0.86 0.14 
3.7 0.24 0.39 0.61 
3.7 0 0.00 1.00 
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Figure S14- (a) Absorption (solid line) and PL spectra (dashed line) of InxZnyP and InxZnyP/ 

ZnSezS1-z core/shell NCs at different stages during the growth of the ZnSezS1-z  shell, in the 

case of InxZnyP core with Zn/In:2.8 and z: 0.6. Upon shell growth a marked increase of the 

absorbance at wavelengths below 440 nm is observed. This wavelength corresponds to the 

band gap of bulk ZnSe
z
S

1-z 
.1 (b) TEM image of InxZnyP cores (up) and InxZnyP/ ZnSezS1-z 

core/shell QDs (down). The QDs have a size of d:2.8±0.2 nm and d:4.5±0.3 nm. 
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Table S5- Lattice constant of the core (a1) and shell (a2) (extrapolated by the curve in Figure 

S13 a), together with the respective QY of the core and core/shell QDs.   

a2 (Å) a1 (Å) QY core (%) QY C/S (%) 
5.67 5.60 7 33.6 
6.60 5.60 7 41.8 
5.54 5.60 7 26.4 
5.41 5.60 7 20.5 
5.67 5.52 6.1 20.0 
5.54 5.52 6.1 39.8 
5.41 5.52 6.1 13.0 
5.54 5.49 12 49.2 
5.50 5.49 12 62.0 
5.46 5.49 12 60.1 
5.41 5.49 12 41.4 
5.60 5.44 4.2 16.0 
5.44 5.44 4.2 40.0 
5.41 5.44 4.2 38.4 
5.67 5.45 8.4 18.0 
5.57 5.45 8.4 19.0 
5.53 5.45 8.4 36.2 
5.45 5.45 8.4 45.2 
5.41 5.45 8.4 25.4 
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